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About the offer
The refer a friend incentive is a reward to be sent to a referrer (existing customer) and a
referee (friend). The refer and referee will receive an additional 2 year warranty on their
denca cabinetry* or you can choose a complimentary 2 hour touch up service on your
existing Denca cabinetry.
Your existing denca cabinetry must still be under warranty to qualify for additional 2 year
warranty. If you are unsure if your cabinetry is still under warranty, please send an email to
denca@denca.ca and we will check for you. Cabinetry only, other items such as but not
limited to plumbing, appliances, lighting, contractor work do not qualify.
The referee must be a new client and purchase Denca cabinetry to qualify for an additional
2 year cabinetry warranty.
The complimentary touch up service includes a 2 hour service to repair minor nicks and
marks caused from normal use and wear. Repairs do not include replacing or respraying
existing cabinetry or damage due to aging materials & hardware, improper handling,
cleaning, or damage by other trades.

Qualification for the reward
To qualify for the additional 2 year cabinetry warranty or 2 hour touch up service reward the
referrer (existing customer) must submit the request online. Referral attempts that do not
use the online link mechanism will not qualify for the reward as this is the method for
tracking referrals that lead to purchases.
You can only refer new customers. Returning or renewing customers are not eligible for the
offer. A ‘successful referral’ is a referral that results in the sale of cabinetry. The referrer
(existing customer) will qualify for their reward when the referee (friend) purchases.

Amends to the reward scheme

Denca reserves the right to withdraw this offer if, in our judgement, the offer is being
abused. Denca also reserves the right to change or amend the reward and the structure of
the offer at any time. Any decision made by Denca with regards to this offer is final.
This referral offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other referral offer including the
Review Denca and Re-use Denca offers.

Re-use Denca terms & conditions

About the offer
The re-use Denca incentive is a reward for existing Denca customers only. The existing denca
customer will receive an additional 2 year warranty on the purchase of their new denca cabinetry.
Cabinetry only, other items such as but not limited to plumbing, appliances, lighting, contractor work
do not qualify.

Qualification for the reward
To qualify for the additional 2 year cabinetry warranty, the existing customer must complete the
online Re-use Denca form. The reward will not qualify if this form is not complete as this is the
method for tracking the re-use Denca offer.
Only returning customers are eligible. The reward is only valid on new cabinetry purchases only.

Amends to the reward scheme
Denca reserves the right to withdraw this offer if, in our judgement, the offer is being abused. Denca
also reserves the right to change or amend the reward and the structure of the offer at any time. Any
decision made by Denca with regards to this offer is final.
This re-use Denca offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other referral offer including the
Review Denca and Refer Denca offers.

Review Denca terms & conditions

About the offer
The review Denca incentive is a reward for existing Denca customers only. The existing denca
customer will receive an additional 1 year cabinetry warranty* or a free 1 hour touch up service on
existing Denca cabinetry upon successfully submitted a Review using the Review Denca link on
Denca’s website.
*Your existing denca cabinetry must still be under warranty to qualify for additional 1 year warranty.
If you are unsure if your cabinetry is still under warranty, please send an email to denca@denca.ca
and we will check for you. Cabinetry only, other items such as but not limited to plumbing,
appliances, lighting, contractor work do not qualify.
** The complimentary touch up service includes a 1 hour service to repair minor nicks and marks
caused from normal use and wear. Repairs do not include replacing or respraying existing cabinetry
or damage due to aging materials & hardware, improper handling, cleaning, or damage by other
trades.

Qualification for the reward
To qualify for the additional 1 year cabinetry warranty, the existing customer must complete the
online Re-use Denca form. The reward will not qualify if this form is not complete as this is the
method for tracking the re-use Denca offer.
Only returning customers are eligible. The reward is only valid on new cabinetry purchases only.

Amends to the reward scheme
Denca reserves the right to withdraw this offer if, in our judgement, the offer is being abused. Denca
also reserves the right to change or amend the reward and the structure of the offer at any time. Any
decision made by Denca with regards to this offer is final.
This re-use Denca offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer, including the Review
Denca and Re-use Denca offers.

